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Similarities or common factors found in the archaeological remains of discrete
cultures encourage one to seek links between cultures which are geographically
very far apart from one another. Close or similar artefacts found in two different
ethnic regions can  be explained  by cultural domination of one group over an-
other or by commercial interchange between equals, by direct military interven-
tion  or  colonisation  for economic  ends,  by the  influence  of the  most  vibrant
regional culture or distant civilisation on comparative cultures. Often the results
of recent local archaeological excavations or a closer familiarity with finds from
neighbouring areas may serve to adjust established views. Therefore, the com-
ments I shall make today represent more of an analysis of interregional cultural
similarities in the late  Roman  period than an appreciation of that period  in the
light of one western Lithuanian grave site.

The Baitai grave site lies ten kilometres west of Klaipeda  on the left bank of
the Minija River (Fig.1 ) whose waters are enough to make for reasonable naviga-
tion.  It belongs to the west Lithuanian  stone  circle  graves culture, which was
created by one of the western Baltic tribes. The population of the western Lithua-
nian coastlands was buried in this manner in the first six centuries A.D (Tautavi6ius
1996:  74-76).  The  dead  were  not cremated,  but  buried  in  lengthy  oblong-ish
pits, whose earthen in fill was complemented with charred material and ashes,
and the skeletons of the deceased have disintegrated. A variety of stone con-
structions above the tomb has been found in the Baitai site -from carefully laid
out oval  or oblong frames  marking the grave site  above ground to disorderly
stone-floored pits or pits with a stone infill in its upper parts often reaching down
to the bottom of the grave. This grave site which is known in Prussian archeology
as Baiten has been discussed since the end of the nineteenth century, when finds
made there were handed over to the Prussia Museum in K6nigsberg (Bezzenber-
ger 1893: 133; Bezzenberger 1895: 250). In 1896 A. Bezzenberger excavated the
site for two days,  publishing his finds without illustrations (Bezzenberger 1900:
133-135. Tab. Xvl:3). Bezzenberger found analogies for his small number of finds
among material from the Sernai grave site, which lies on the same bank of the
Minija, some four kilometres to the south west of Baitai (Bezzenberger 1 892: 141 -
168. Tab. Vl-Xvl). A hundred years later, as a result of renewed excavations at
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Fig  1.  Lithuanian grave sites noted  in the text (1-14) and the territorial extent of West-Lithuanian
stone circle grave sites in the late Roman Period.

Baitai 38 late Roman graves have been examined of which most date to the C3
period (AD 300-375 and later) with characteristics of the early D period (350-450)
(Banyte 1990: 72-74; Banyte 1992: 70-73; Banyte 1994: 124-127; Banyte 1996:
95-98).  I will survey jewelry  and components of dress ornamentation found at
Baitai, which  bear witness to direct contacts with or ideological  impulses from
lands outside the region inhabited by the Baltic peoples on the periphery of the
so-called barbarian world.

As regards Roman imports, compared with Germania Libera or Scandina-
via, western Lithuania seems at first glance inferior (Michelbertas 1986: 216-
222; Lund Hansen,1987). Roman imports in Lithuania are represented almost
exclusively by metal decorations (fibulae), or more frequently, glass beads and
coins (Michelberfas 1972: 5-125). At Baitai no coins have been found thus far,
but there are various glass beads which represent Roman imports. Metal deco-
rations made in the region itself reveal how ideas from the Roman world reached
the western  Baltic domains at the end  of the  Roman  period via ``barbarians"
dwelling in closer proximity to the Empire's borders. Decorative styles takes on
aspects similar to those found in central, north and south-western Europe. On
the other hand earlier Roman artefacts from `pure' imported examples, for in-
stance rosettes, developed in local production. In this way original local products
were created.
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Fig.  2.  The spread  of beetle or beetle type  amber pendants  in the  Barbaricum  acc. to the data
of   M. Tempelmann-Mapzyhska (1985, Tab.18,  70) supplemented  by finds from  Lithua-
nian  sites  provided  by the  present Author (TM  figures  refer to  amber beads  classified
by Tempelmann  Maczyhska as Type LV).

A considerable number of glass beads have been found at Baitai, either
singly or strung together. Among these the most typical are round or long blue,
polyhedral beads (Graves 2, 4,18,19, 22, 31, 31, 32, 37), small rounded cylin-
drical beads (Grave 4), four-edged (Grave 19), bordeaux coloured round beads
(Grave 2, 5), large round bluey-greenish and yellow-greenish glass beads (grave
numbers 1, 8, 22). In Lithuanian archaeological finds such beads are accompa-
nied by material from the third and fourth centuries and a little later (Michelbertas
1972: 34-47. Fig.11-13). Medium-sized round, flattened blue beads from Baitai
(Fig. 3:9, 6:5, 7:44) can be attributed to Group 11, types 30a and 30b, as classified
by M. Tempelmann-Maczyhska  [cited  henceforth:  TM  ll:30a and  so on]  (Tem-
pelmann-Maczyhska 1985a: 29-30. Tab.1, 24). The bordeaux beads (Fig. 3:1)
are closer to MT I.3 type beads (Tempelmann-Mapzyhska 1985a: 27-29. Tab.1,
21 ). According to Tempelmann-Maczyhska's data the chronology of both group-
types is broad, as indeed is the area over which they are found. The small blue
beads from the string found in Grave 4 (Fig. 4:4-7) can bee attributed to small
beads of the same group type 18, which are found mostly in the area of the Elbe
German and Wielbark culture during the 82-Cl  period and late Roman Period
(Tempelmann-Maczyhska 1985a: 28-29. Tab. 1, 23).  The  two four-sided cross-
cut blue glass beads from the string found in Baitai Children's grave 19 belong to
TM XI, which is spread through the Wielbark Culture area in C2 and later periods
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Fig. 3.  Beads and elements of clothing decoration from Baitai woman's grave No. 2.  Beads:  7-2 -
bordeaux glassJ)eads; 3 (2 examples) -grey-sandy coloured glass beads; 9 -blue (ultra-
marine)  glass  beads;  12  -amber.  Ornamentation:  4  -white  metal  (s.IIver)  cylinders
decorating  the  edge  of  cloth  (in  all  there  may  have  been  seven  such  cylinders);  5  -
fragments  of  a  bronze  chain;  6 -bronze  wires  (2  examples);  8-11  -flat  bronze  spirals
(5 exam-ples);  10 -bronze spiral;  13 -bronze studs.

(Tempelmann-Mapzyhska  1985a: 34. Tab. 2 , 32). The polyhedral beads of TM
XIV:126 (e.g. Baitai Grave 31, fig. 7:47) are also mostly jndjcators of late Roman
times and found widely in Germania Libera (Tempelmann-Mapzyhska  1985a: 37-
38. Tab. 2, 34). The polyhedral beads beloved of the Cherniakhov Culture can be
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Fig.  4.  Grave  goods  belonging  to  an  adolescent  male  from  Baitai  Grave  No. 4.   7  -bronze
necklace;  2,  3 - amber pendants;  4-7 - blue glass beads;  8 - bronze crossbow brooch;
9 -iron  crook-like  pin;  10 -   .Iron  kn.Ife.

dated to the second  half of the third  and to the fourth century (Tempelmann-
Mapzyhska   1985a:  130-131;  Lipking   1979:  11.  Fig. 3;   Magomedov  1979: 40,
41, 43, 47. Tab. X-Xll, XIV; Simonovich   1979: 70, 80. Fig.   8,12;   Bazhan, Gei
1992:  126,128.111. 2 ,4;  Sharov  1992:  176. Tab. IV). In Crimean "Gothic" graves
these beads are dated to the fifth-seventh centuries (Magomedov  1979: 61 ).  In
a fourth-century grave excavated in Thuringia, in the area around Weimar (the
confluence of the Elbe and Saal rivers) at Grossobringen three blue glass poly-
hedral beads and one elongated blue glass bead were found along with seven
flattened round beads and two silver spirals (Du§ek  1985:  169-178. Fig. 3). This
string is very close stylistically to the small string found jn Baitai chjldren's grave 19.
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F.ig. 5. GraIve goods from Ba.ita.i woman's grave 8.  1-2 -bronze rosette pins with fragments of an
iron fastener., 3-25 - paris of necklaces with beads and iron bell-shaped pendants: 3 -white
enamel  bead with an yellowish-red-brown eye, strung along with iron bell-shaped pendants;
4 -  light greenish  glass  bead with  brown  and  yellowy  undulations, joined  by two  bells;  5 -
greenish glass bead with a yellow bead through the middle; 6-11 -iron bell-shaped pendants;
12-13 - black glass beads;  14-15 - amber beads; 16-17 - greenish glass beads; 18 - blu.Ish
green glass bead ; 19 -greenish glass bead with a yellow bead  through the middle; 20-23 -
amber beads; 24-25 - dark blue glass beads;   26 -four paris of a bronze rosette-eyed ring;
27 -bronze ring with overiapping terminals; 28 - bronze spiral ring; 29 -fragment of an iron
knife; 30 -sandstone loom weight; 31 -32 -bronze bracelets with slightly thickened terminals.
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Large, flattened round TM ll:42b type beads found singly in three Baitai graves
(Nos.  1,  8,  22)  also  reflect the  spread  of this  widely fashionable  bead  in  the
northern territory of the western Balts (Tempelmann-Mapzyhska  1985a: 31. Tab.
1, 26). At Baitai in a woman's grave (nr 8) the most decorative object is a neck-
lace of 19 bell-shaped pendants, 6 amber beads,11 various glass beads (Fig. 5:3-
25). The necklace is linked by two pins with rosette heads. Such necklaces are
typical of fourth-century west-Lithuanian stone circle graves culture (§ernai grave
nr 10 (Bezzenberger  1892: 147-150. Tab. VII), Banduziai grave nr 85 (Stankus
1995:  115-117.  Fig.  54)).  Small  iron  bells  threaded  or found  singly  represent
local fashion in west Baltic lands in the second half of the late Iron Age (Nowa-
kowski   1996:  57-58;  Tempelmann-Maczyhska   1985b:  75).   Perhaps the bell-
pendant trend as an amulet came along the trade routes from the south east
(Michelbertas   1972:  70-72).   A small  bronze  bell  is  known from  Ruzyczanka
grave site material (grave nr 19) in the Czerniachow cultural area(Vinokur  1979:
112-135. Fig.19:6).I. Vinokur dated the bell to the fourth century/ first half of the
fifth century (Vinokur   1979: 135) and 0. Sharov  dated the same grave complex
to to AD 280-310 (Sharov  1992:  182).  In a report I found reference to another
bell, decorated with triangular perforations t.n azurt.fe which came from the so-
called late-Sarmatian complex in the Lower Volga Region where, in addition to
other finds there  is are  bronze vessels  made  in the western  provinces of the
Roman  Empire  and  notched  monochrome  and  multicoloured  glass  beads
(Skripkin   1978:  77-81.Ill.1).  Finds from this complex are dated to the second
century and the first half of the third century.

The notched glass melon-shaped TM Xvlll beads from a necklace at Baitai
(grave 8) (Fig. 5:17) represent a widely-spread type in the Roman period (Tem-
pelmann-Mapzyhska   1985a: 3941. Tab. 3), while the notched cylindrical glass
beads (Fig. 5: 5, 24, 25) and spiral beads of group TM XIX (Fig. 5: 16) are found
most abundantly in the Wielbar Culture region and western Pomerania (Tempel-
mann-Maczyhska  1985a: 39-47. Tab. 3, 41,42). Two beads decorated respec-
tively with a band (Fig. 5:19) and waves (Fig. 5:4) belong to the numerous multi-
coloured types of TM Xxll, a large number of which are associated with the late
Roman Period and D period (Tempelmann-Maczyhska   1985a: 52-53. Tab. 5).
The most scarcely found type of bead found threaded at Baitai comes from TM
Xxlll mosaic type 363 b (Fig. 5:3) (Tempelmann-Maczyhska  1985a: 59. Tab.11,
54). This opaque white glass bead in elongated and cylindrical in form with two
rosette-sun sides. The middle of the suns is red, the background yellow and the
rays brown. Tempelmann-Mapzyhska gives only two locations for this type, one
in northern Elbeland and the other at Biatowieza in the Wielbark cultural region
(Tempelmann-Mapzyhska  1985a: 59. Tab. 54). Much more common are round
beads with  rosette ornamentation  (type  362)  more typical  of the  late  Roman
period. These are found mostly in Elbe Germanic territory and to a lesser degree
in Wielbark and western Balt areas (Tempelmann-Maczyhska  1985a: 59). Round
beads with a rosette are found on Bornholm in the Slusegard grave site (graves 61,
936 (Klindt-Jensen   1978: 45,195. Fig. 32,102)), which, according to J. Werner,
are dated to the C2 period (second half of the third century) (Werner  1988: 241 -
286). Therefore, the necklace found in Baitai women's grave 8 is an example of
panregional fashion comprising local and imported elements. Strung in the mid-
dle was a large loom-weight-sized amber bead (Fig. 5: 20). In the middle of a string
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of beads of the same western Balt type found in Banduziai Grave 85, spirals and
bell-shaped pendants a feature is made by five vertically strung small bells (Stankus
1995: 59. Tab. 54). The marking of the centre of a bead necklace by a much larger
glass or amber bead is typical of women's graves on Zeeland and south-eastern
Jutland in the third century (Lund Hansen 1993: 177-180); similariy stringed beads
come from the  Koblev graves  near Odessa which  are dated to the third  and
fourth centuries (Simonovich 1979: 63-93. Fig. 8,12).

The octagonal amber pendant found in Baitai women's grave 2 (Fig. 3:  12)
also represents a panregional custom which is also typical of the western Balts.
Such beads are spread over a wide area from the southern Crimea via the Dnestr
and  South  Bug  mesopotamian  lands and  the  Dnepr region  to the  north west
towards the  middle  reaches  of the Vistula.  Their concentration  is  greatest  in
Pomorze and southern Scandinavia; these pendants are found on the banks of
the Elbe and Rhine (Shchukin 1977: 85; Tempelmann-Mapzyhska 1985a: 81 -86.
Fig.18, 70;  Sidrys 1994: 69-70.  Fig. 4).  In Baden (south-west Germany) in the
confluence of the Rhine and Main, these pendants were placed in women's graves
during a rather short period during the first half of the fourth century, when thet
were mixed on necklaces with blue glass (Eckerle 1993: 158-159). Archaeologi-
cal excavation during recent decades has expanded the list of finds of octagonal
amber pendants on modern Lithuanian territory (Sidrys 1994: 69;  Banyte 1995:
5-19. Fig.1, 6). They have been found in eight grave sites, most of which have
been uncovered in western Lithuania.  In Lithuania octagonal pendants turn up
mostly singly along with other beads. Only one string of  (eight) such pendants
is known -it was found in the Zviliai grave site (Vaitkunskiene 1992: 40.  Fig.1 ).
The octagonal pendants found in Lithuania belong to the TM 465 and 471 types
(Tempelmann-Mapzyhska 1985a. Tab.18). However, in Baitai adolescent grave 4,
two amber pendants were discovered which were strung with four small  blue
beads (Fig. 4:  2,  3). These  have a unique form which  cannot be attributed di-
rectly to the aforemnetioned group. With slightly differently profiled upper parts
both  very  naturalistically  reproduce the form  of a  beetle.  The  length  of these
pendants (2.1 ; 2.2 cm) matches the octagonal pendant found at Baitai 2. R.V. Sid-
rys, who has researched Iron Age grave goods in Lithuania, in consultation with
zoologists, paid great attention to the form of Grave 4's pendants and decided
that it was an  inexactly categorisable beetle of the genus Coleoptera (Sidrys
1994: 69-70). Primarily beetle-form pendants give rise to associations with Egyp-
tian  scarab amulets  (Banyte  1995:  17) and  it is possible that the pendants from
Grave 4 were brought from the Black Sea or Mediterranean region (Sidrys,1994:
70), but we see that the form of the Baitai pendants differs from that of Egyptian
scarabs.  The  naturalism of the  beetles from  Grave 4 allows us to discern the
significance of the form of  the amber pendant found later in Baitai horse (and
man?) grave 22 (Fig. 6: 3). The pendant from Grave 22 is almost identical to TM
468,  but has a broader back (Tempelmann-Mapzyhska,1985a. Tab.18). Two
facets on the  back of the  pendant represent the  beetle's wings or scales. An
analogy for the  Baitai  pendants on  Lithuanian territory can  be  made with two
beetle-like pendants from the Maudziorai grave site (Kelme district) in graves from
the fourth-early fifth centuries (Nos. 36, 69) (Valatka 1984:  17,19. Fig.12). One of
these is close to the usual octagonal pendants of type 465, but the other has a
more distinctly created beetle form, but once more it is difficult to ascribe it to any
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F.ig. 6. Grave goods from Baltali GraNe 22..  1 -silver spiral ring; 2 -bronze ring,. 3 -amber beetle
form pendant; 4 -dark blue glass bead; 5 -blue glass bead; 6 -yellowy-green glass bead;
7-10 -amber beads;  11-13 -remnants of an  .Iron  artefact (bridle  b.It ?);  14-16 -uncertain
combinations  of iron  and  leather  remnants.

definite type in Tempelmann-Maczyhska's classification. The second Maudziorai
pendant is rather crudely made and looks like an offcut. Perhaps such pendants
were manufactured locally, although the first influences on the form may have
come from abroad . Perhaps this is an expression of the metemphsychose / trans-
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migration of the soul belief of local religion in amulet form, although a survey of
various peoples' mythologies reveals many common characteristics. In Egypt the
dung-beetle/ scarab was not the only symbol of the soul -so was the bee, whose
sanctity in certain regards was taken over later by Christianity, which regards the
bee as a symbol of the Holy Ghost (Becker 1995: 39).  In Lithuanian folklore,  in
stories about bees their sanctity is expressed on two levels. In stories of pseudo-
evangelical motifs they are God's messangers on earth who help good to triumph
over evil and mediate between God and Man (Padavimai apie bites, 1926: 450-
457). This type of Lithuanian  respect for insects is sometimes paid to another
beetle -the ladybird, known as ``God's little cow" (Dievo karvyte). The Lithuanian
folklorist J . Balys notes widely known tales of ``God's cows" or "little Mary", which
is held in the hand and asked ``in which little spot shall I die?" (Balys 1948:  172).
In one version of a Lithuanian story we hear that when a man falls asleep a bee
flies out of his mouth (Lietuviutautosaka,1967: 486. Nos 447). Thus, here the bee
is a type of the soul which in other tales may appear as a bird, mouse, snake or
grass-snake.  The  Lithuanian  mythologist  G.  Beresnevi6ius writes that  beliefs
identical with or similar to those of the lithuanians as regards soul types and their
coming out of the soul are known throughout Europe and can be found in sources
of the early Middle Ages (Beresnevi6ius 1991 : 59-61 ). The bee symbol is used in
Europe on amulets in the Viking Age, fortwo ``bees" are carved on a cornelian found
in a ninth-tenth-century grave at Birka (Arrhenius 1978: 17-23. Fig. 6). a. Arrhenius
considers that the bee was adopted as a royal symbol from the east, as indicated
by the depiction of bees on Viking-Age metal decorations from southern Rus' to
Gotland. This is regarded as post-Assanid style which came to Birka via eastern
merchants (Arrhenius 1978:  19). Arrhenius also asserts that the art of carving
and engraving on stone in Europe dates back to classical times and is connected
with figurative amber art (Arrhenius  1978:  12,19).  Thanks to analogies from
folklore and archaeology we can distinguish pendants which express a beetle
symbolism at Baitai 4, whose form in this case is not so important,  from the so-
called octagonal TM LV group pendants. I would assign types 468, 470, 478a, b,
and perhaps types 473, 476 a,  b, to a beetle form (Tempelmann-Maczyhska
1985a: 81 -86. Tab.18, 70). According to Tempelmann-Mapzyhska's data, all of
these types and subtypes of pendant are found singly in various cultural regions
of Barbaricum (Tempelmann-Mapzyhska 1985a. Tab. 70). Without wider data on
the  spread  of  beetle  form  pendants  than  those  provided  by  Tempelmann-
Mapzyhska, it is difficult to say more of the source of this idea, but the dicovery
of four undeniably beetle-formed amber pendants in western Lithuania confirms
that in the  Later Roman  Period,  we  notice  not only the  unification  of dress-
styles but also common features of belief and practice (Fig. 2) (Tempelmann-
Mapzyhska 1985b: 114).

The necklace in Baitai 8 links two rosette/-shaped pins, whose form revived
province-made circular tutuli fibulae typical of the first half of the old Iron Age, a
fashion  prevalent at the end  of the  Roman  period  (Michelbertas  1972:  30-31.
Fig. 9). These rosette pins and fibulae are often found in west Lithuanian stone
circle culture graves and in graves along the lower reaches of the Nemunas in the
second  half of the  old  iron  age  and  the  early  middle  iron  age  (Ank§takiai  11
(Michelbertas 1968:  133. Fig. 3);  Auk§takiemis (Tischler 1888:  18); Baitai 8,18;
Banduziai 72, 85 (Stankus 1 995: 115-117); Kurmai6iai 7 (Kulikauskas 1 951 : 334.
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Fig.  2);  Lazdininkai-Kalnalaukis  15  (Butkus,  Sidrys,  Kanarskas  1994:   142);
Lumpenai 2 (Bezzenberger 1909: 133. Fig.132);  Palanga 17 (Tautavi6ius 1968:
131. Fig. 7: 3, 4); Rekete 29, 30 (Navickaite-Kunciene 1968: 176. Fig. 23: 1, 2, 4);
Stragnai 4 (Varnas 1986: 80-82);  §ernai 10, 22 (Bezzenberger 1892:  147-152.
Tab. VIII:  11,12,13).  The decoration of late  rosette  pins -eyes,  bobbles,  little
wires -strengthened at the top of the head by soldering and gluing. This reflects
a common tendency in metalwork of  the period, which is referred to as semi-
barbaraous, coming from southeastern Europe, at the same time as decorations
were made in several layers and pressed out of plates of various types of metal
(Almgren 1923: 125-126; Br®nsted 1963: 193-195; Nowakowski 1996: 57, 83-87).
The tips of peripheral western baltic fashion products (rosette pins or brooches)
were often decorated with a silver or white metal alloy (Baitai  18) or superficial
silver decorations and blue glass eyes were inserted into the centre of the tutuli's
tip (Baitai 8). The pair of rosette pins from Baitai 8 are stylistically complemented
by a bronze ring with rosette top decorated with a blue eye of glass (Fig. 5: 26). It
is interesting that tutuli-form brooches were popular in the C2-D periods in Germanic
women's graves in Holland and north-west Germany and northern Gaul (Tem-
pelmann-Maczyhska 1985b: 104).

At Baitai we found Germanic rosette decorations which reflect Almgren types
216,  217 and 234, 235 circular brooches (Almgren  1923. Tab.  IX, X). This is a
circular pressed  silver rosette-formed  stud  (Fig.  7:  24) which  is found  among
other silver and bronze ornaments in grave 31 where a man was buried with two
horses. Most probably the stud had the same function as the latter, that is it was
probably not part of a Germanic rosette brooch, but reflects a direct or indirect
link with Germanic rosette (monstroese) brooch style. In the territory of the west-
ern Balts one example of this type of brooch is known from the Grebieten grave
177, which W. Nowakowski dates to the transfer from C2 to C3 (the turn of the
third-fourth centuries) (Nowakowski  1996:  26. Tab.107),  and J. Werner to C2
(second half of the third century) (Werner,1988: 249-251 ). The History Museum
in Kaunas has a bronze brooch decorated with small silver plates which is attrib-
uted  to Almgren  Group VII  type  216.  This  is the  only example  of this type  of
brooch found  thus far on  Lithuanian  territory (the  exact location  of the find  is
unknown) (Michelberfas 1986: 223-224).

Yet another characteristic of Baitai grave goods are frequently found metal
clothing decorations, usually bronze,  more rarely of silver: bobbles with legs to
fasten into cloth (Fig.  3:  13;  similar bobbles which make up the headgear from
§ernai 1 0 (Bezzenberger 1 892. Tab. Xlll), double or single flat spirals (Fig. 3: 8,11 ),
chains (Fig. 3 : 5), ordinary small spirals (Fig. 3:  10), wires -small rods (Fig. 3: 6;
7:  28-31),  small  cylinders to decorate the hems of cloth,  fibulae-pins for cloth
and leather (Fig. 3: 4). These tiny metal details are found scattered unevenly in
the graves (Baitai 1, 2, 21, 24, 31 ), but preparing the pit for woman's grave 24 we
managed  to  determine  that the  bronze  bobbles  were  hooked  into  the  dead
woman's clothing both front and back. Decorative clothing sequins, such as those
in fig. 7: 26, 27, are the finest expression of rosette decoration.  In the middle of
the buttons an eye was placed which was either pressed from the same type of
metal or made of deep blue glass. It seems that metal clothing decorations were
fashionable with men as well as with women, as is shown by the large number of
such finds in grave 31  (Fig. 7) where a man was buried with two horses.  In the
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Fig. 7.   Grave goods from Baitai Grave site, No. 31  (man with two horses).  7 -rragmenf of a sma//
iron scythe; 2, 3 -fragments of an iron knife; 4 -iron buckle (from a horse's bridle); 5 -small
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latter grave we found decorative remnants of a belt or bridle with a silver rhom-
boid  plate and  fibulae tacks  (Fig.  7:  9-13,18).  Cylindrical  clothing decorations
are found in western Lithuania in the 82 period and become widespread in the
C3-D period (Michelbertas   1986: 152-153). In her study of bronze clothing deco-
rations, Z. Blumbergs provides a scheme, according to which studs, cylindrical
and elongated spirals were taken  in east Prussia and the eastern  Baltic from
western Germany (the area from the Rhine-Main mesopotamia to Mecklenburg)
(Blumbergs,1982: 15-24. Fig. 22).  In east Prussia studs were common between
the second half of the Roman Period and the beginning of the Great Migrations
and this style spread further eastwards from western  Balt territory (Blumbergs
1982: 27.  Fig. 23). According to Blumbergs, clothing studs spread primarily from
western Germany to Scandinavia, France and Switzeriand (Blumbergs  1982: 24).
The ornamentation found  at Baitai  is very   similar to that found  on Zeeland  at
Torstorp Versterby in a woman's grave from the second half of the fourth century,
where they appear alongside strings of amber and glass beads, a silver sheet
brooch  and  a  mid-fourth  century  Roman  coin  (Constantine  11,  340-351)
(Fonnesbech-Sandberg,1993: 179). On Gotland, as in western Lithuania, stud-
rivets for women's  headgear were  also  used  on  hair bands and  to decorate
clothing and shoes (Tempelmann-Mapzyhska  1985b: 117).

In certain Baitai graves (1, 2) decorative bobbles, rivets or other components
are not common.  It occurs to me that perhaps such small, individual components
may have served a greater decorative purpose on such clothing.  But a recon-
struction  of a  later,  fifth-six  century   Allemanic woman's  apparel  (from  Basel-
Kleinhungen in Switzerland) reveals that one part or other of the clothing could be
decorated in small areas (Burns  1991 :  115-117. Fig. 2). This north-Germanic style
of clothing decorated with Ostrogoth-type ornamentation, is seen in a woman's
burial garb where the right sleeve was decorated with several lines of studs.

In Baitai 31 we found a silver spiral ring with flattened ends (Fig. 7: 23) which
has only one analogy in Lithuania -a silver ring from Banduziai woman's grave
74 which is dated to the third-fourth centuries (Stankus  1995: 74,101. Pav. 61 : 17). It
seems that a similar ring was found at §ernai, grave 67 (Bezzenberger  1892: 160.
Tab. IX: 11 ). Two flattened spiral edges of the ring with a narrow middle spiral may
be a distant echo of Scandinavian  luxury snake's head  bracelets or the spiral
braceletwith flattened ends (Br®nsted  1963: 194; Stenberger  1977: 292. Fig.186).
At Baitai Roman-period-style jewelry was found alongside artefacts connected with
the middle iron age (the period of the Great Migrations) (Aberg   1919:  133-135.
Fig.184;  Tautavi6ius   1996:  178,  250-252) -bracelets with delicately broadening

iron brooch belonging from the deceased's leather footgear; 8 - iron buckle from deceased's
belt;  6,  7,  20 -uncertain  fragments of iron  artefacts;  9-11  -bronze-silver to  decorate the
deceased's breast or the binding of a horse's bridle; 12-13 -bronze fragments Of belt b.Inding;
14 -bronze flat spiral (2 examples); 15 -pellucent bluish glass chip; 16-17 -studs with silver
heads and bronze legs to decorate leather; 17 -decorative brooches of white metal (silver?);
18 -decorative  white  metal  (silver?)  button  to decorate  cloth;  19 -fragments  of woollen
cloth; 21  -moulded potshard; 22 -fl.Int chip; silver sp.Iral   ring with flattened ends; 23 -paris
of a rosette silver plate; 25-33 -white metal (silver?) decorations; 25 -two pieces, 28-30 twelve
pieces, 31 -four pieces;  32 - leather decoration from footgear (?) -three pieces; 33 -one
piece, 26 -two pieces with blue glass `eyes', 27 -twelve p.Ieces; 34 -bronze r.Ings on piece
of leather; 35-43, 45-46 - amber beads; 44, 47 - blue glass beads; 48 - amber pendant.
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ends (grave 8, fig. 5: 31, 32), a silver moulded ring (grave 22, fig. 6: 1 ), a fragment of
a moulded necklace (grave 25). On this basis I date the graves excavated at Baitai
to C3-early D (the fourth century). The transfer phase between C3 and D remains
unclear in funerary goods from west Lithuanian graves. Perhaps further research
into this region's monuments and their comparision with material from neighbouring
lands  will  furnish us with better information.

Jewelry found in western Lithuania from the second half of the old iron age
reveals this western  Baltic region's links with  its neighbours through  more than
examples of Roman imports. Artefacts from the territories of Germania Libera or
Scandinavia have close analogues on the northern edge of the lands inhabited by
the western balts. At the present time we still cannot establish exactly in which
ways cultural centres in the lower reaches of the Vistula and Samland or Mazovia
and Suvalkia influenced contacts between those areas and western Lithuania by
land, nor how far direct contact was maintained by sea. Nevertheless, in the late
Roman period people from the west Lithuanian stone circle graves culture, dwell-
ing alongside the route linking Scandinavia, Central Europe and the shores of the
Black  Sea,  gained  from their neighbours  not only the odd  provincial  import but
adapt stylistic ideas in their local produce. We may  assert that sometimes those
ideas came more or less directly to the western Balts from the peripheries of the
Roman Empire and in other cases those ideas reach the Balts in adaptations made
by Germanic and other neighbouring peoples before being adapted further in situ.
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Romeni§kutu laiku pabaigos bruozai Baitu kapinyno
medziagoje

RASA BANYTE-ROWELL

Santrauka

Straipsnyje apzvelgiami papuo§alai ar drabuziu puo§ybos elementai, rasti pasta-
raj.ame de§imtmetyje tyrinejant Baitu plok§tin| kapinyna (Klaipedos rajone) ir at-
spindi tiesioginius ar netiesioginius ry§ius su kitu Europos Barfbar/.cLJmo regionu
devesenos stilistika romeni§kuju laiku pabaigoje. Baitq kapinynas priklauso Va-
karu Lietuvos kapinynu su akmenu vainikais kultt]rinei sri6iai  (1  pav.),  o  iki §iol
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tyrinejimu metu dauguma atidengtu  kapuskirtini lv amziui (C3 periodui, galbt]t D
periodo pa6iai  pradziai). Autore perzvelgia,  kokiu Barbar7.cure paplitusiu  tipu
(pagal M. Tempelmann-Maczyhskos klasifikacija) [veztiniai stiklo karoliai buvo
rasti Baitu kapinyno kapuose pavieniui ar apvarose (3-7 pav.). Gintariniai vabalo
formos kabu6iai  i§ Baitu kapinyno kapu Nr. 4,  22  (4:2,  3  pav.;  6:3  pav.) bei  i§
Maudzioru kapinyno (Kelmes r.) lyginami su M. Tempelmann-Mapzyhskos LV
grupes taip vadinamu a§tuoniukes formos gintariniu karoliu tipais.  Baitu. kapi-
nyne rastu gintariniu kabu6iuforma labai natdralisti§ka, todel nelieka abejoniu,
kad vaizduojamas vabalas. Tikejimai, jog Zmogaus siela i§ kc]no gali i§eiti pauk§-
6io ar bites pavidalu uzfiksuoti ne tik lietuviu sakmese, bet net ankstyviLiu vidu-
ramziu Europos ra§ytiniuose §altiniuose.  Egipte sielos simboliu laikytas ne tik
me§lavabalis -skarabejas, bet ir bite, kurios §ventumas tarn tikra prasme ve-
liau perimtas ir krik§6ioniu mastytoju, bite laikant §ventosios dvasios simboliu.
Tautosakiniu ir archeologiniu analogiju deka, galima i§ ivairiu a§tuoniukes for-
mos karoliu tipu i§skirti tuos,  kurie kaip ir Baitu kapinyno kapu Nr. 4, 22 kabu-
6iai i§reik§tu vabalo simbol|.  Plastine forma §iuo atveju ne taip svarbi. Vabalo
i§rai§kai  priskirtini  M.  Tempelmann-Mapzyhskos  tipai  468,  470,  478  a,  b  bei

galbt]t tipai 473, 476 a, b. Visu §iutipu ir potipiu kabu6iu rasta po vienaegzem-
plioriu skirtingose kultt]rinese Banbar7.cumo srityse (2 pav.). Sunku kanors spresti
apie §ios formos  gintariniu amuletu idejos  i§takas,  ta6iau ju dejimas  i kapus
skirtingose Germant.a Lt.bera Zemiu srityse liudija apie ivairiu gen6iutikejimu ar
apeigu bendrybes.

Baitu kapinyno moteru kapuose randami velyvesnes formos rozetiniai smeig-
tukai (pav. 5:1,2), bodingi visam vakaru Lietuvos regionui, yra vietines rozetes ir
tutuli formu. Jos pirmiausia pasirode romeni§ko importo papuo§alu pavyzdziuo-
se. Rozetes ornamentas kartojamas ir Ziedu formose (pav. 5: 26), ir smulkiose
drabuziu puo§ybos detalese (pav. 7:26, 27). Baitu kapinyne, kape Nr. 31, aptik-
ta germani§kos rozetines ornamentikos, kuri i§reik§ta Almgreno tipu216, 217,
234, 235 segese, detale. Tai apskrita sidabrine i§pdsta rozetes formos skardele
(pav. 7:24), kuri rasta tarp kitu mirusiojo, palaidoto su dviem Zirgais, sidabriniu. ir
Zalvariniu puo§ybos detaliu.

Dar viena Baitu kapinyno |kapiuypatybe -daznai kapuose  sutinkamos meta-
Iines (Zalvarines, re6iau -sidabrines) drabuziu puo§ybos detales: spurgeliai su
kojelemis (pav. 3:13), dvigubos arviengubos plok§tines ivijeles (pav. 3: 8,11 ), gran-
deles (pav. 3:5), inrastos smulkios ivijeles (pav. 3:10), vielutes-strypeliai (pav. 3:6;

pav. 7:28-31 ), cilindreliai audinio kra§tui puo§ti (pav. 3:4), sagutes-vinutes audiniui
ir odai  (pav.  7:  16,17,26,27).  Rodos, jog  puo§ti  drabuzius  metalu  buvo  ne  tik
moteru,  bet  ir  vyru  mada.  Pana§lL stiliu atspindi  to  pa6io  laikotarpio  radiniai
kapuose Gotlando ir Zelando salose Skandinavijoje.

Baitu  kapinyno  medziagoje  tarp  romeni§ku  laiku dirbiniu yra    tordiruotu
lankeliu Ziedas (pav. 6: 1 ) bei tordiruotos antkakles fragmentas. Tordiravimo tech-
nika Lietuvos archeologineje medziagoje labiau paplinta viduriniajame gelezies
amziuje.  Kape Nr. 31  rastas sidabrinis Ziedas i§platintais galais (pav. 7:23), turi
analogija ir netolimame Banduziu kapinyne. Dvi i§platintos kra§tines Ziedo lyijos
su siaura vidurine ivija galetu boti tolimas prabangiu skandinavi§ku. ,,gyvates galvu``
apyrankiu ar ivijiniu apyrankiu i§platintais galais stiliaus aidas.

Autore mano, jog  Baitu kapinynas yra vienas i§ tipingu romeniskojo laiko-
tarpio pabaigos Vakaru Lietuvos laidojimo paminklu, kurio medziaga liudija, kad
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kapinynu su akmenuvainikais kultoros Zmones, gyvendami srauto Skandinavija-
Vidurio Europa-Juodosios jt]ros pakrantes kaimynysteje, gauna i§ jo ne tik pavie-
nio importo pavyzdziu, bet perima ir stilistines idejas savo vietiniams dirbiniams.
Galima  numatyti,  kad  kartais tos  idejos  pas  vakaru baltus  ateina  daugiau  ar
maziau tiesiogiai i§ Romos imperijos pakra§6iu, o kitais atvejais baltus pasiekia
jau savaip perkeistos germanu ar kitu kaimyniniu gen6iu, o po to ,,pritaikomos"
vietoje.

Verie R. Banyte-Rowell
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